If-clauses type III
Work with your partner. Fold the sheet along
the vertical line. Complete the sentences with
the correct form of the verb. Partner A starts.
Partner A

Work with your partner. Fold the sheet along
the vertical line. Complete the sentences with
the correct form of the verb. Partner A starts.
Partner B

If I (work) more regularly, I (be able) to pass
this exam.

[If I had worked more regularly, I would have
been able to pass this exam.]

[If the weather had been fine, we could have
gone swimming.]

If the weather (be) fine, we (can go) swimming.

If we (save) some money, we (can/afford) to
buy the new bike.

[If we had saved some money, we could have
afforded to buy the new bike.]

[We would have gone on a long trip around the
world, if my friend had agree to come along.]

We (go) on a long trip around the world, if my
friend (agree) to come along.

If he (be able) to come early, we (go) to the
restaurant before the show.

[If he had been able to come early, we would
have gone to the restaurant before the show.]

[If she had worn a helmet, she would not have
been injured severely.]

If she (wear) a helmet, she (not/be injured)
severely.

I (be allowed) to go out late, if I (ask) more
politely.

[I would have been allowed to go out late, if I
had asked more politely.]

More challenging: Translate the following
sentences. Partner A starts.

More challenging: Translate the following
sentences. Partner A starts.

Auch wenn sie höflich gefragt hätte, hätten ihre [Even if she had asked politely, her parents
would not have allowed her to go out.]
Eltern ihr nicht erlaubt auszugehen.
[He would have sung much better, if he had
not had a sore throat.]

Er hätte viel besser gesungen, wenn er nicht
einen rauen Hals gehabt hätte.

Wenn sie das Geld versteckt hätte, hätten die
Einbrecher es nicht gestohlen.

[If she had hidden the money, the burglars
would not have stolen it.]

[If you had brought the eggs, I would still have
been able to make the cake in time.]

Wenn du mir die Eier gebracht hättest, hätte
ich den Kuchen noch rechtzeitig backen
können.

Wenn das Huhn genügend Eier gelegt hätte,
hätte ich dir welche gebracht.

[If the hen had laid enough eggs, I would have
brought you some.]

[If the sun had not risen so early, I would have
slept even longer.]

Wenn die Sonne nicht so früh aufgegangen
wäre, hätte ich noch länger geschlafen.

Wenn ich einen anderen Beruf gewählt hätte,
wäre ich berühmt geworden.

[If I had chosen another profession, I would
have become famous.]
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